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The Definitive Guide to ARM® Cortex®-M3 and Cortex®-M4 Processors, Third EditionNewnes, 2013

	This new edition has been fully revised and updated to include extensive information on the ARM Cortex-M4 processor, providing a complete up-to-date guide to both Cortex-M3 and Cortex-M4 processors, and which enables migration from various processor architectures to the exciting world of the Cortex-M3 and M4.


	This book presents the...
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Assembly Language Step-by-step: Programming with DOS and LinuxJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000
The bestselling guide to assembly language--now updated and expanded to include coverage of Linux.

  This new edition of the bestselling guide to assembly programming now covers DOS and Linux!  The Second Edition begins with a highly accessible overview of the internal operations of the Intel-based PC and systematically covers...
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Java Virtual Machine (Java Series)O'Reilly, 1997
The Java Virtual Machine is the software implementation of a "CPU" designed to run compiled Java code. This includes stand-alone Java applications, as well as "applets" that are downloaded and run in Web browsers such as the NetScape Navigator. This book is a comprehensive programming guide for the Java Virtual Machine (JVM)....
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Real Web Project Management: Case Studies and Best Practices from the TrenchesAddison Wesley, 2002
The process of designing and building today's dynamic Web applications comes with a host of challenges not typically solved by traditional project management methodologies. A wealth of practical resources, Real Web Project Management: Case Studies and Best Practices from the Trenches is a book of solutions...
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Introduction to Parallel Processing: Algorithms and Architectures (Series in Computer Science)Springer, 1999


	The field of digital computer architecture has grown explosively in the past two decades.

	Through a steady stream of experimental research, tool-building efforts, and theoretical

	studies, the design of an instruction-set architecture, once considered an art, has been

	transformed into one of the most quantitative branches of...
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The 8051 Microcontroller: Architecture, Programming, and ApplicationsWest Publishing Company, 1991
Designed as a main or supplementary text for courses on microprocessors or microcontrollers. Packaged with a customized disk containing an 8051 assembler and 8051 simulator. Focuses on programming the Intel 8051 microcontroller, one of the most common microprocessors used in controls or instrumentation applications using assembly code. Text has...
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Queueing Networks: A Fundamental Approach (International Series in Operations Research & Management Science)Springer, 2010

	The origin of queueing theory and its application traces back to Erlang’s historical
	work for telephony networks as recently celebrated by the Erlang Centennial, 100
	Years of Queueing, Copenhagen, recalling his first paper in 1909. Ever since, the
	simplicity and fundamental flavour of Erlang’s famous expressions, such as his...
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Instant Messaging in Java: The Jabber ProtocolsManning Publications, 2002
Written as a mid-level programming guide, this book provides Java programmers with the information and tools needed to create their own Instant Messenger client and server software. This software can then be used to create personalized IM systems or integrate IM features into existing software. Focus is given to the open source Jabber XML-based IM...
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MEMS: Design and Fabrication (Mechanical Engineering)CRC Press, 2005
As our knowledge of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) continues to grow, so does The MEMS Handbook. The field has changed so much that this Second Edition is now available in three volumes. Individually, each volume provides focused, authoritative treatment of specific areas of interest. Together, they comprise the most comprehensive collection...
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Mastering Oracle Scheduler in Oracle 11g DatabasesPackt Publishing, 2009

	Scheduler (DBMS_SCHEDULER) is included in Oracle Database and is a tool for the automation, management, and control of jobs. It enables users to schedule jobs running inside the database such as PL/SQL procedures or PL/SQL blocks, as well as jobs running outside the database like shell scripts. Scheduler ensures that jobs are run on time,...
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Building Applications and Components with Visual Basic .NETAddison Wesley, 2003
          Building Applications and Components with Visual Basic .NET is the Visual Basic developer's guide to the .NET framework and object-oriented programming. 

The authors introduce the basic architecture of the .NET Framework and explore Visual Basic .NET's new OOP...
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Microprocessors: From Assembly Language to C Using the PICI8FXX2 (Electrical and Computer Engineering Series)Charles River, 2005
This book is designed for a first course in microprocessors or it may be used as a reference for practicing engineers. The book is unique in presenting a balanced, integrated topic coverage of assembly language programming, microcontroller programming via the C language, and hardware interfacing. Programming topics are discussed using both assembly...
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